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Potato This mild sweetness is the taste of Hokkaido
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Scallops Flavor full of producers’ enthusiasm
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Ramen Collaboration of a variety of flavors
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Hokkaido offers plenty of delicious foods thanks to its rich environment.
Agricultural products harvested from vast plains.
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Let's go and discover
"Delicious" Hokkaido!
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In the food introduction pages (page 07-42), the following data on agricultural
products, marine products and local foods is shown.

Marine products from the sea surrounding Hokkaido.
Local foods taking root in each area.
Fresh foods straight from the source taste the most delicious, satisfying your heart and
appetite at the same time.
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Overview of the food
An overview and types of
food are introduced.

Interesting information is
introduced so that you can
enjoy Hokkaido foods
more.

Why don't you travel to Hokkaido to look for the most delicious food?

[Delicious]
Recommended dishes using
the food ingredients and
local foods of Hokkaido are
introduced.

Major places of productionn and the best season

[Special]
Food-related festivals and
facilities* where you can
experience cooking or
harvesting are introduced.

Major places of production
and harvest time of the
food are introduced.

[In-Depth]
More in-depth topics, such as
historic or cultural issues
relating to the food, are
introduced.

The major places of
production are shown
in colors.
The harvest time in each of the
places of production is shown in the
"Best Season Calendar".
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URLs of the related websites
and the supported
languages are specified.
Locations of local municipalities
introduced in the page are shown
on a map, etc.

Supported
Languages

日 ：Japanese 繁 ：Traditional Chinese
英 ：English

簡 ：Chinese Simplified

*Prior to visiting any facility, please be aware that a reservation may be required or the
operation period or time, or content of the experience, may be modified. So please check
the relevant website in advance.
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